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We consider the canonical quantization (Schro dinger representation) on a
doubly connected space 0R #R2"[(x , y) | x2+ y2R2] (R>0). We show that,
when we employ 2-dimensional orthogonal coordinates Ox1x2 , there are uncount-
ably many different self-adjoint extensions pUj of p j #&ix j ( j=1, 2), and none
of the pairs [ pj , qj $] j, j $=1, 2 (qj $ #x j $ } ) satisfies the Weyl relation. Then, we con-
struct a new canonical pair of canonical momentum and position operators so that
the pair can satisfy the Weyl relation by using the streamline coordinates. As its
application, in the Weyl relation with respect to the pair of the mv-momentum and
position operators by the above new canonical pair, we find the AharonovBohm
phase.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in knowing how to construct quantum mechanics on
Riemann surfaces. This paper is a way in our attempt. There are, indeed,
many insightful works, for instance, by Ruijsenaars [21], Helffer [12],
Exner [6], and Albeverio et al. [3], and others for the Schro dinger
operator on non-Euclidean spaces. In this paper, we would like to study
quantum mechanics in the light of the canonical quantization on a doubly
connected space and give proofs of the statements appearing in [13].
In physics, when we consider the canonical quantization on Euclidean
space RN, we usually use the orthogonal coordinates Ox1 x2 } } } xN . It is
well known that we are faced with a difficulty when we construct quantum
mechanics by using the polar coordinates. However, it is hardly possible
that the construction of quantum mechanics depends on specific coor-
dinates. How does the canonical quantization in quantum mechanics select
representation of coordinates?
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In the standard quantum mechanics in RN, the canonical momentum p j
and position operators qj ( j=1, 2, ..., N) are defined to be self-adjoint
operators acting in a Hilbert space H and satisfying Heisenberg’s canonical
commutation relations (CCR),
{[ pj , qj $]=&i$jj $[ pj , p j $]=0=[qj , qj $], j, j $=1, 2, ..., N; N # N, (1.1)
on a dense subspace in H, where  is the Planck constant divided by 2?,
xj } means multiplying x j from the left, and $ij the Kronecker delta.
Although Schmu dtgen studied classes, K and C, of representation of the
Heisenberg’s CCR in [22, 23], in this paper we employ the definition of
Heisenberg’s CCR in [1].
It is well known that the Weyl relation, which is called the ‘‘Weyl form’’
in [1], for strongly continuous one-parameter groups, [eispj]&<s< ,
[eitqj]&<t< ,
{e
itqjeispk=exp[&ist$ jk] eispke itqj,
eitqjeisqk=eisqkeitqj, eitpjeispk=e ispkeitpj
(1.2)
(s, t # R; j, k=1, ..., N ) determines [ p j , qj] uniquely up to unitary equiv-
alence. The irreducible representation of pj , qj are unitary equivalent to the
Schro dinger representation by von Neumann’s uniqueness theorem (see
[18, Theorem VIII.14]). In this paper, the Weyl relation is called Weyl ’s
CCR. These pj , qj satisfy Heisenberg’s CCR. Conversely, those self-adjoint
operators pj , qj satisfying Heisenberg’s CCR lead to Weyl’s.
Whether the two CCR’s, Heisenberg’s and Weyl’s, are equivalent or not
presents a problem when the underlying space RN is replaced by a multiply
connected one. While Weyl’s CCR implies Heisenberg’s (see [18, Corollary
of Theorem VIII.14]), the converse is not necessarily true. Nelson gave a
mathematical example in non-Euclidean space to show it is not true
[18, Corollary and Nelson’s example on p. 275], Schmu dtgen gave such
examples that they prove the two CCR’s are not equivalent [23, Sect. 3].
More realistic examples were given by Reeh [20] and Arai [4] for the case
of the AharonovBohm effect with a string of magnetic field of zero radius.
They set the orthogonal coordinates Ox1x2 in the two dimensional
Euclidean space, and considered a particle moving on a plane with holes
of the zero radius. Though it must be remarked that what they called
momenta were actually the mass-times-velocity operators, Pj #pj&qAj ,
which is called the mv-momentum (kinetic momentum) by Feynman (see
[7, (21.14)]) where q is a charge, v a velocity, and m a mass of a particle,
these operators do satisfy Heisenberg’s CCR but do not the Weyl relation
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if the magnetic flux going through the interior of every rectangular closed
curves in R2 does not have a value of an integer multiple of 2?cq.
Indeed Pj , qj do not satisfy the Weyl CCR under the condition above,
physicists are not surprised at this fact because they do not regard Pj as
the canonical momenta. So in this paper, we show, whenever we employ
2-dimensional orthogonal coordinates Ox1x2 on 0R #R2"DR , DR #
[(x1 , x2) | x21+x
2
2R
2] (R>0), the operators pj , qj do not satisfy Weyl’s
CCR even if we consider any self-adjoint extensions of pj . Namely, we can-
not construct the Schro dinger representation by employing Ox1x2 on 0R .
Thus, we construct the Schro dinger representation, that is the canonical
momentum and position operators satisfying Weyl’s CCR on 0R , by
employing another system of coordinates. And we shall extend Reeh’s and
Arai’s results with R=0 to the case of R>0. Our method is to reduce the
disc by a conformal mapping to a line segment, and invoke Arai’s argu-
ment using the fact that the segment has the Lebesgue measure zero as
dose Arai’s point hole.
From Section 2, we employ the unit with =1. In Section 2, we shall
show that there are uncountably many different self-adjoint extensions of
&ixj ( j=1, 2) with suitable boundary conditions on DR . However, in
Section 3 it turns out that none of the self-adjoint extensions of &ixj
( j=1, 2) satisfies Weyl’s CCR though any extensions satisfy Heisenberg’s.
The intuitive reason is clear as follows: for instance, we consider the rec-
tangular closed curve (x, y)  (x+s, y)  (x+s, y+t)  (x, y+t) 
(x, y) and some wave functions such that the wave functions are not
influenced by the hole DR if they shift along the path PthI (x, y) 
(x+s, y)  (x+s, y+t), but they are influenced by the hole DR if they
shift along the path PthII (x, y)  (x, y+t)  (x+s , y+t). Then, unitary
operators eitp1 and eitp2 are just shift operators along PthI , but if they shift
along PthII , then to keep their unitarity in 0R their behavior near the hole
DR forces pj ( j=1, 2) to break the Weyl’s CCR. In Section 4, therefore, we
define momentum operators as generators of shifts along the streamlines
of an incompressible vortex-free flow passing by the disc DR . The position
operators are defined in the standard way as multiplication by streamline
coordinates. Namely, to establish that the canonical pairs so defined have
unique self-adjoint extensions satisfying Weyl’s CCR, we use a conformal
(Joukowski) transformation to reduce the disc DR to line segment
[&2R , 2R]. Of course, the canonical pairs satisfy Heisenberg’s CCR also.
The author mentions that Professor Ezawa of Gakushuin University
remarked to him that Tomonaga once tried such a construction using
streamlines in physics to extract a collective mode of motion of a many-
particle system [24].
In Section 5, the Weyl relation for the mv-momentum and position
operators is called pseudo-Weyl ’s CCR, and in the same way as Arai’s
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argument using the fact that the holes have Lebesgue measure zero, we
shall introduce magnetic flux to show that pseudo-Weyl’s CCR with
respect to the streamline coordinates is broken by the AharonovBohm
phase, while Heisenberg’s remains valid. The canonical pairs are the same
as those in Section 4, and both CCR’s, Weyl’s and Heisenberg’s, are valid.
We shall watch how the Joukowski transformation maps poles of the gauge
potential. Then, the point we wish to make here is that the Aharonov
Bohm effect shows itself in the algebra of operators besides the well-known
change in the interference pattern. As a conclusion of our assertion in this
paper, we shall show in Section 5 that the AharonovBohm phase appears
in pseudo-Weyl’s CCR for the streamline coordinates by the Joukowski
transformation, not the orthogonal coordinates Ox1x2 , which is caused by
inequivalence between pseudo-Weyl’s CCR and Heisenberg’s.
2. SELF-ADJOINT EXTENSIONS OF pj ( j=1, 2) ON 0R
We deal with the case of 0R =
def
R2"DR , where DR =
def
[(x1 , x2) |
x21+x
2
2R
2], for the fixed radius R>0. We denote R2"[(0 , 0)] by 00 .
We set m==1.
In this section, we shall find that there are uncountably many self-adjoint
extensions of &ixj ( j=1, 2) on L2(0R) although &ix j ( j=1, 2) are
essentially self-adjoint on L2(00) (see Refs. [4, 20]).
For t # [&R , R], we define a function w\ : [&R , R]  R by w\(t) =
def
\- R2&t2. Then, we define xj -section S(xj) ( j=1, 2) of R for every xj # R
by S(xj) =
def
(& , ) if R<|xj |; (& , w&(xj)) _ (w+(xj) , ) if |x j |R.
We define two sets AC 1loc(0R) and AC
2
loc(0R) of functions on 0R by
AC 1loc(0R) =
def { f # L2(0R) } for almost all x2 # R, f ( } , x2) is absolutely
continuous on arbitrary closed interval [c , c$]
contained in S(x2) such that
f
x1
# L2(0R)= ,
and AC 2loc(0R) is defined similarly by replacing f ( } , x2) by f (x1 , } ).
Remark 2.1. Let f1 be in AC 1loc(0R), and f2 be in AC
2
loc(0R). Then, we
obtain D1 f1=f1 x1 , and D2 f2=f2x2 , where Dj ( j=1, 2) denotes
derivative in the sense of distribution with test functions in C 0 (0R) which
denotes the set of all C(0R)-functions with compact support in 0R .
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Let j~ #2 if j=1; 1 if j=2. We define two operators pj ( j=1, 2) by
pj =
def 1
i
Dj \=1i

xj + ,
D( pj) =
def
[ f # AC jloc(0R) | for almost all |x j~ |R (2.1)
lim
xj  w&(xj~ )
f (x1 , x2)=0= lim
xj  w+(xj~ )
f (x1 , x2)].
In this paper, we denote by D(T ) the domain of operators T.
Remark 2.2.
C0 (0R)/D( pj), j=1, 2.
The position operators q j ( j=1, 2) are realized as self-adjoint operators:
qj =
def
xj (the multiplication by xj),
D(qj) =
def { f # L2(0R) } |0R dx1 dx2 |xj f (x1 , x2)|
2<=
(see [8, Example 5.11 and its Remark 1; 18, Proposition 1 and the proof
of Proposition 3, Sect. VIII.3]).
It is easy to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 2.1. [ pj , qj]j=1, 2 satisfies Heisenberg’s CCR on C 0 (0R).
Although it is easy to prove the following lemma, we note fundamental
facts concerning functions in L2(S(x j)) and AC jloc(0R) ( j=1, 2):
Lemma 2.2. (a) If f # L2(0R), then f # L2(S(xj)) for almost all xj # R
( j=1, 2).
(b) If f # AC jloc(0R) ( j=1, 2), then limxj  \ f (x1, x2)=0 for almost
all xj~ # R, and limxj  w\(xj~ ) f (x1, x2) exists for almost all |xj~ |R.
Proof. It is easy to prove part (a) in a similar way to Fubini’s theorem.
The first statement of part (b) is proven by using Schwarz’ inequality and
the RiemannLebesgue theorem. We note here for every x, x$ with
x$<x<w&(x2) or w+(x2)<x$<x
f (x, x2)& f (x$, x2)=|
S(x2)
dt
f
t
(t, x2) /[x$, x](t),
where /[x$, x] is the characteristic function of [x$, x]. Then, the last state-
ment of part (b) follows from Schwarz’ inequality, and Cauchy’s theorem.
In the same way as j=1, we can prove part (b) for j=2. Q.E.D.
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By Lemma 2.2(b), from now on, we set
f (w\(x2), x2) =
def
lim
x1  w\(x2)
f (x1, x2)
for f # AC 1loc(0R), and
f (x1, w\(x1)) =
def
lim
x2  w\(x1)
f (x1, x2)
for f # AC 2loc(0R).
There are many ways to extend pj ( j=1, 2) to self-adjoint operators.
We shall show it in the following theorem to comprehend all self-adjoint
extensions of pj ( j=1, 2).
Theorem 2.3. The operator pj ( j=1, 2) is closed symmetric, but not
essentially self-adjoint. Moreover, pj has uncountably many different self-
adjoint extensions.
Proof. Let fn # D( p1) and f, g # L2(0R) satisfying fn  f and p1 fn  g
in L2(0R) as n  . Then, applying integration by parts to every test
function in C 0 (0R) and fn # D( p1), furthermore taking n  , we
have D1 f =ig # L2(0R), which implies that f is absolutely continuous on
arbitrary closed interval contained in S(x2), and fx1=D1 f =
ig # L2(0R).
Let B+ be [(x1 , x2) | &Rx2R, w+(x2)x1]. Since & fn& f &L2(0R)
 0 as n  , we have
fn  f in L2(B+) (2.2)
as n  . In the same way, we can show that
fn
x1

f
x1
in L2(B+) (2.3)
as n  , since &fnx1&ig&L2(0R)  0 as n   and fx1=ig. By applying
integration by parts with respect to x1 , (2.2), (2.3), and Lemma 2.2(b) to
fn # D( p1) and f, we have R&R dx2 limx1  w+(x2) | f (x1 , x2)|
2=0. Namely, for
almost all x2 # [&R, R], limx1  w+(x2) f (x1 , x2)=0. Similarly, we have
limx1  w&(x2) f (x1 , x2)=0. Hence it follows that f # D( p1) and p1 f =g, which
implies that p1 is closed. In the same way as the above, p2 is closed.
Let b1 be &R. We define a sequence bn (n # N) by bn =
def
(R+bn&1)2.
So we have b1=&R, b2=0, ..., bn=22&n(2n&2&1) R (n=3, 4, ...). We set
B+n =
def
[(x1, x2) | bnx2<bn+1 , w+(x2)x1 ] and B&n =
def
[(x1 , x2) | bn
x2<bn+1 , x1w&(x2)]. We define functions f \n # L
2(0R) (n # N) by
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f \n (x1, x2) =
def
exp[x1] /Bn\(x1, x2), where /Bn\(x1, x2) denotes the charac-
teristic function of B\n . For every f # D( p1), since f (w&(x2), x2)=0=
f (w+(x2), x2) and Lemma 2.2(b) holds, by using the integration by parts,
we have p1* f \n =\if
\
n for each n # N. Therefore, p1 is not essentially self-
adjoint by investigating its deficiency index [18, Corollary after Theorem
VIII.3]. Besides, if m{n then f \m and f
\
n are orthogonal. So, it follows
that dim Ker( p1*&i )=+0=dim Ker( p1*+i ), which implies our theorem
by [5, Corollary, p. 1230] or [19, Corollary, p. 141]. Similarly, we can
prove the result for p2 . Q.E.D.
By Theorem 2.3, we have found that there are uncountably many self-
adjoint extensions of pj ( j=1, 2). In order for momentum operators to
generate shifts, we wish there were a pair of self-adjoint extensions of
pj ( j=1, 2) satisfying Weyl’s CCR. As a matter of fact, we shall realize that
there is no such pair in the self-adjoint extensions of pj ( j=1, 2) as we shall
show below.
The following corollary follows immediately from [19, Corollary,
p. 141], which is the first step to comprehend the domain of self-adjoint
extensions of pj ( j=1, 2):
Corollary. For each j=1, 2, there is a one-one correspondence between
self-adjoint extension of pj and unitary operators from Ker( pj*&i ) onto
Ker( pj*+i ). Let U j : Ker( pj*&i )  Ker( p j*+i ) ( j=1, 2) be an arbitrary
unitary operator, and pUj be the self-adjoint extension of pj corresponding to
Uj ( j=1, 2), mentioned above. Then,
D( pUj)=[.0+.++Uj.+ | .0 # D( pj), .+ # Ker( pj*&i )],
pUj (.0+.++Uj .+)= pj.0+i.+&iUj.+ .
To obtain description of domains of self-adjoint extensions pUj ( j=1, 2)
which is appropriate for their boundary conditions on DR , we have
exactly the form of adjoint operators of pj as the following proposition. Its
proof follows from [18, Example in VIII.2]:
Proposition 2.4. The adjoint operators pj* of p j ( j=1, 2) are given as
pj*=&ix j with D( pj*)=AC jloc(0R).
Proof. We prove our assertion by extending the proof for the 1-dimen-
sional case in [18, Example in VIII.2] to that for the 2-dimensional case
in our proposition. Fix 9 # D( p1*)/L2(0R). Let j 2 be an arbitrary
function in C 0 (R). And let j
1 be an arbitrary function in C 0 (R) with
j 10; supp j 1_supp j 2/0R ; and & dx1 j
1(x1)=1. Defining j(x1 , x2)
=
def
j 1(x1) j 2(x2), we have j # C 0 (0R). For =>0, we define a function j= by
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j=(x1 , x2) =
def
=&1j(x1 =, x2). Let : and ; be continuous functions of x2 such
that [:(x2), ;(x2)]/S(x2) for all x2 # R; supx2 # R (;(x2)&:(x2))<# for
some #>0; and
$:, ; =
def
min[ inf
|x2|R
|w\(x2)&:(x2)|, inf
|x2|R
|w\(x2)&;(x2)|]>0.
We define two functions, f :, ;= and g
:, ;
= by
f :, ;= (x1 , x2) =
def
j=(x1&;(x2), x2)& j=(x1&:(x2), x2),
g:, ;= (x1 , x2) =
def
|
x1
&
dt f :, ;= (t, x2),
respectively. Let vk, \ (k=1, 2) be non-zero numbers satisfying
vk, &inf supp j k<sup supp j kvk, +
for k=1, 2. Then, Ik #supp j k/[vk, & , vk, +] (k=1, 2).
Fix an arbitrary =$ with 0<=$<$:, ; . For all x1 with x1<:(x2)&=$, and
= with 0<=<=$|v1, & | , the inequality (x1&;(x2))=(x1&:(x2))=<v1, &
holds. For all x1 with x1>;(x2)+=$, and = with 0<=<=$|v1, + |, the
inequality (x1&:(x2))=(x1&;(x2))=>v1, + holds. Hence it follows that
supp g:, ;= ( } , x2)/[:(x2)&=$, ;(x2)+=$]/S(x2) for every x2 # R, =$ with
0<=$<$:, ; , and = with 0<=$1(=$)#min[=$|v1, & |, =$|v1, + |]. It is clear
that supp g:, ;= (x1 , } )/I2 for every x1 # R, so supp g
:, ;
= /[(x1 , x2) | x1 #
[:(x2)&=$, ;(x2)+=$], x2 # I2]/0R for 0<=$1(=$). Thus, we have
g:, ;= # C

0 (0R) for 0<=$1(=$). (2.4)
For instance, let = be so small that 0<=<$:, ; max[ |v1, & |, |v1, + |], and
we set =$#max[ |v1, & | , |v1, + |]=. Then, 0<=$<$:, ; and 0<=<$1(=$) hold.
Thus, we take such = and =$ from now on.
We note here that j 2(x2)=v1, +& ds j(s, x2) for every x2 # R. Let /:, ; be a
characteristic function of x1 on [:(x2), ;(x2)], then we have
&& g:, ;= &/:, ; j
2&2L2(0R)
2 |
I2
dx2 |
;(x2)
:(x2)
dx1 \} |
(x1&:(x2))=
v1, +
ds j 1(s) j 2(x2) }
2
+ } |
(x1&;(x2))=
&
ds j 1(s) j 2(x2) }
2
+
+|
I2
dx2 \|
:(x2)
:(x2)&=$
dx1+|
;(x2)+=$
;(x2)
dx1+ | g:, ;= (x1 , x2)|2,
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and besides, for x1 # [:(x2), ;(x2)], we have
0< } |
(x1&:(x2))=
v1, +
ds j 1(s) j 2(x2) }
and } |
(x1&;(x2))=
&
ds j 1(s) j 2(x2) }
|

&
| j(s, x2)| dsK1 # sup
x2 # I2
| j 2(x2)|<
by the assumptions about j 1. Moreover, we have I2 dx2 
;(x2)
:(x2)
dx1 K1
#(v2, +&v2, &) K1 by the assumption supx2 # R (;(x2)&:(x2))<#, and
lim
= a 0 |
(x1&:(x2))=
v1, +
ds j 1(s)=0=lim
= a 0 |
(x1&;(x2))=
&
ds j 1(s)
for :(x2)<x1<;(x2). By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem,
we have &g:, ;=  /:, ; j
2 as = a 0 in L2(0R). Since 9 # D( p1*) by the first
assumption, and p1 g:, ;= is well-defined by (2.4), the equality ( p1g
:, ;
= , 9)L2(0R)
=( g:, ;= , p1*9) L2(0R) holds for 0<=$1(=$). Thus, we have
lim
= a 0
(p1 g:, ;= , 9) L2(0R)
=&|
I2
dx2 j 2(x2) |
;(x2)
:(x2)
dx1( p1*9 )(x1 , x2). (2.5)
For every . # C 0 (0R), we define an operator J= by
(J=.)(x1 , x2) =
def 1
= |S(x2) dt j
1 \t&x1= + .(t, x2),
and set .J= (x1 , x2) =
def
(J=.)(x1 , x2). Then, we can calculate .J= as
|
I1
ds j 1(s) .(x1+=s, x2) if |x2|>R,
.J= (x1 , x2)={| (w&(x2)&x1)=& ds j 1(s) .(x1+=s, x2)+| 
(w+(x2 )&x1)=
ds j 1(s) .(x1+=s, x2) if |x2|R.
(2.6)
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So, we obtain
|.J=(x1 , x2)| sup
(x, y) # supp .
|.(x, y)| (2.7)
by (2.6).
Let =">0. For = with 0<=<$1(=")#min[="|v1, & |, ="|v1, + |], and
every x2 with |x2 |R, if x1<w&(x2)&=", then (w+(x2)&x1 )=
(w&(x2)&x1 )=>v1, + , and if x1>w+(x2)+=", then (w&(x2)&x1 )=
(w+(x2)&x1 )=<v1, & . Since we assumed (supp j 1_supp j 2)/0R and
0R is open, by making =" less than the distance dist(DR , supp .) between
DR and supp ., we have
|.J= (x1 , x2)&.(x1 , x2)| sup
(h, x1 , x2) # S
|.(x1+h, x2)&.(x1 , x2)|  0
for all x1with x1<w&(x2)&="
or x1>w+(x2)+=" (2.8)
as = a 0, where v1 #max[ |v1, & |, |v1, + |] and S#[(h, x1 , x2) | |h|=v1 ;
(x1 , x2), (x1+h, x2) # supp .] because . is uniformly continuous, supp .
being compact and . continuous.
For f, . # C 0 (0R), j
10 and (2.6), we have
|( f, J=.) L2(0R) |
|
I1
ds j 1(s) ||
0R
dx1 dx2 | f (x1 , x2) .(x1+=s, x2)|
|
I1
ds j 1(s) \||0R dx1 dx2 | f (x1 , x2)|
2+
12
_\||0R dx1 dx2 |.(x1+=s, x2)|
2+
12
. (2.9)
It is clear that
|
R
&R
dx2 |

w+(x2)+=s
dx1 |.(x1 , x2)| 2|
R
&R
dx2 |

w+(x2)
dx1 |.(x1 , x2)|2,
and, since supp ./0R ,
|
R
&R
dx2 |
w&(x2)+=s
&
dx1 |.(x1 , x2)|2=|
R
&R
dx2 |
w&(x2)
&
dx1 |.(x1 , x2)|2.
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So, by the change of variable, x1+=s  x$1 , we have
||
0R
dx1 dx2 |.(x1+=s, x2)|2
=\||x2|>R dx2 |

&
dx$1 +|
R
&R
dx2 |
w&(x2)+=s
&
dx$1
+|
R
&R
dx2 |

w+(x2)+=s
dx$1+ |.(x$1 , x2)|2
\||x2|>R dx2 |

&
dx$1 +|
R
&R
dx2 |
w&(x2)
&
dx$1
+|
R
&R
dx2 |

w+(x2)
dx$1 ) |.(x$1 , x2)|2
=||
0R
dx1 dx2 |.(x1 , x2)|2. (2.10)
By (2.9) and (2.10), we have |( f, J=.) L2(0R) |& f &L2(0R) &.&L2(0R) . Thus,
since C 0 (0R) is dense in L
2(0R), J= is a bounded operator on L2(0R) with
&J=&1.
By (2.6), |.J= (x1 , x2)|sup(x, y) # supp . |.(x, y)|, and (2.8), we have
&J=.&.&2L2(0R)
=|
|x2|>R
dx2 |

&
dx1 |.J= (x1 , x2)&.(x1 , x2)|
2
+|
R
&R
dx2 \|
w&(x2)&="
&
dx1+|
w&(x2)
w&(x2)&="
dx1
+|
w+(x2)+="
w+(x2)
dx1+|

w+(x2)+="
dx1+ |.J= (x1 , x2)&.(x1 , x2)| 2
||
supp .=
J _ supp . \|I1 ds j
1(s) |.(x1+=s, x2)&.(x1 , x2)|+
2
+|
R
&R
dx2 \|
w&(x2)&="
&
dx1+|
+
w+(x2)+="
dx1+ |.J=(x1 , x2)&.(x1 , x2)| 2
+|
R
&R
dx2 \|
w&(x2)
w&(x2)&="
dx1+|
w+(x2)+="
w+(x2)
dx1+\2 sup(x, y) # supp . |.(x, y)|+
2
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||
supp .=
J _ supp .
dx1 dx2 \|I1 ds j
1(s) |.(x1+=s, x2)&.(x1 , x2)|+
2
+2m (2)L (supp .
J
= _ supp .)
_( sup
|h|=v1 ; (x, y), (x+h, y) # supp .
|.(x+=s, y)&.(x, y)| )2
+16R="( sup
(x, y) # supp .
|.(x, y)| )2
for every =" and = with 0<="<dist(DR , supp .) and 0<=<$1(="), where
m(2)L denotes the Lebesgue measure on R
2. So, by Lebesgue dominated con-
vergence theorem, taking = a 0 first, and next =" a 0, we have lim= a 0 J=.=.
in L2(0R), i.e., l.i.m.= a 0 J=.=., which can be extended to . # L2(0R)
because C 0 (0R) is dense in L
2(0R). Thus, for . # L2(0R) there exists a
sequence [=&]& # N such that
lim
= a 0
(J=& .)(x1 , x2)=.(x1 , x2) for almost all (x1 , x2) # 0R . (2.11)
By (2.4), for sufficiently large & # N,
( p1 g:, ;=& , 9) L2(0R)=&
1
i |I2 dx2 j
2(x2) (J=& 9 )(;(x2), x2)
+
1
i |I2 dx2 j
2(x2) (J=& 9 )(:(x2), x2). (2.12)
By applying Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to (2.7), (2.11),
and (2.12), we have
lim
&  
( p1 g:, ;=& , 9) L2(0R)
=
1
i |

&
dx2 j 2(x2)[9(:(x2), x2)&9(;(x2), x2)]. (2.13)
By (2.5) and (2.13), we obtain
|

&
dx2 j 2(x2) {1i (9(:(x2), x2)&9(;(x2), x2))
+|
;(x2)
:(x2)
dx1( p1*9 )(x1 , x2)==0. (2.14)
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Here, set
5( y) =
def 1
i
(9(:( y), y)&9(;( y), y))+|
;( y)
:( y)
dx( p1*9 )(x, y), y # R.
Remember here j 2 is an arbitrary function in C 0 (R). So, we can define a
bounded linear operator T from C0 (R) to C by Tj
2 =
def
& dy 5( y) j
2( y),
i.e., T # B(C0 (R), C), where B(H, C) denotes a set of all bounded linear
operators from a dense subspace H of a Hilbert space to C, and & }&B(H, C)
denotes an operator norm for B(H, C). Thus, we have a unique bounded
operator T from L2(R) to C with &T&B(C
0
(R), C)=0=&T &B(L2(R), C) by
(2.14). Let now /[‘‘statement’’] be the characteristic function on the set
in R satisfying the ‘‘statement.’’ Then, for g= f/[Rf5 0] , &f/[Rf5 0] ,
f/[If5 0] , or & f/[If5 0] ,
0|

&
dx2 g(x2) 5(x2)T g=0
by Fatou’s lemma and the way of the construction of T . Thus, we have
|

&
dx2 f (x2) 5(x2)=|

&
dx2 | f (x2) 5(x2)|=0
for every f # L2(R).
Since 9, p1*9 # L2(0R), : and ; are continuous, 5 is a measurable
function on R. Remember here we selected j 2 in C 0 (R) arbitrary.
So, if necessary, we can modify 5 such that |5(x2)|< for almost all
x2 # R by (2.14).
For each n # N, Rn denotes Rn =
def
[ y | | y|<n, |5( y)|<n], which is a
measurable subset of R. We define a function 5n by 5n( y) =
def
/Rn( y) 5( y)
( y # R), where /Rn is the characteristic function of Rn . It is clear that
5n # L2(R). We define a linear functional Tn on L2(R) by Tn f =
def
& dy 5n( y) f ( y) for every f # L
2(R). By Riesz’ theorem, we have
&5n&L2(R)=&Tn&L2(R)* , where L2(R)* =
def
B(L2(R), C). Fix f # L2(R) arbi-
trarily. By (2.15), |5 f | is integrable. So, we have
sup
n # N
|Tn( f )|Mf =
def
|

&
dy |5( y) f ( y)|<.
Thus, by principle of uniform boundedness (see [18, Theorem III.9]), there
exists M0 such that &Tn&L2(R)*=&5n&L2(R)M for all n # N. It is clear
that |5n(x2)|2 (n # N) is a non-negative and non-decreasing sequence of
functions, and 5n(x2)  5(x2). Thus, by Levi’s convergence theorem and
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&Tn&L2(R)*M, we have & dx2 |5(x2)|
2=limn   & dx2 |5n(x2)|
2
M2, which means that 5 # L2(R). By (2.14) and 5 # L2(R), we have
1
i
[9(;( y), y)&9(:( y), y)]=|
;( y)
:( y)
dx1 ( p1*9 )(x1 , y) (2.15)
for almost all y # R.
Fix y0 , c, x1=c$ # R such that [c, c$]/S( y0). We can select functions :
and ; of y such that [:( y), ;( y)]/S( y) for all y # R; supy # R
(;( y)&:( y))<# for some #>0; $:, ;>0; and :( y0)=c, ;( y0)=c$=x1 .
Then, by (2.15), 9( } , y0) is absolutely continuous on [c, c$] and L2(0R) %
p1*9=&i9x1 . Hence it follows that D( p1*)/AC 1loc(0R). It is clear that
D( p1*)#AC 1loc(0R). Therefore, we obtain part (a). Similarly, we have
part (b). Q.E.D.
We prepare some lemmas in order to investigate boundary conditions on
DR for functions in D( pUj) ( j=1, 2).
We define WS \j (0R) for j=1, 2, the vector space of weak solutions for
Dj f =\ f, by
WS \j (0R) =
def
[ f # L2(0R) | Dj f =\f ].
It is evident that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 2.5. If . # Ker( pj*\i ) for j=1, 2, then . # WS \j (0R).
Since 0R is open, for every (x1 , x2) # 0R , there exists $1, 2>0 such that
Ball((x1 , x2), $1, 2)/0R , where Ball((x1 , x2), $1, 2) denotes the open ball
with center (x1 , x2) and radius $1, 2 . And Ball((x1 , x2), $1, 2 2)/Ball
((x1 , x2), $1, 2). Here, for a set S, we denote the closure of S by S . There
exists an open perfect square J(x1 , x2) with center (x1 , x2) such that
J(x1 , x2)/Ball((x1 , x2), $1, 2 2). So, we have
J(x1 , x2) % 0R (2.16)
0R= .
(x1 , x2) # 0R
J(x1 , x2). (2.17)
We denote by J the set [J(x1 , x2) | (x1 , x2) # 0R].
Let \= V (=>0) be the Friedrichs mollifier. And we set .= #\= V . for
. # WS \j (0R) ( j=1, 2). To be exact, let .
ext be a function which is defined
by . on 0R , and 0 on R2"0R . We define .= by
.=(x1 , x2) =
def
||
R2
dx$1 dx$2 \=(x1&x$1 , x2&x$2 ) .ext(x$1 , x$2 ).
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The following fact can be proved easily.
Lemma 2.6. (a) .=  . as = a 0 in L2(0R).
(b) .= # C (0R).
(c) For every J=J1_J2 # J and .\ # WS \j (0R) ( j=1, 2), there
exists g jJ, = # C
(Jj) such that .\= (x1 , x2)=exp[\xj] g
j
J, =(x j~ ) for (x1 , x2)
# J. Here g jJ, = may be the zero-valued function or not.
Proof. The parts (a) and (b) are well-known facts. We here prove the
part (c) only. Let .\ # WS \j (0R). Then, it follows immediately that
.\ # L2(0R) from the definition of WS \j (0R). Since .
\ # L2(0R), and
part (b) holds, we have .\= # C
(0R) & L2(0R). Since (\= xj)(x1&x$1 ,
x2&x$2 )=&(\= x$j)(x1&x$1 , x2&x$2 ), we have
.\=
xj
(x1 , x2)=&||
R2
dx1 dx2 \\=x$j (x1&x$1 , x2&x$2 )+ .\ext(x$1 , x$2 )
(2.18)
for every (x1 , x2) # J. Define \=, (x1 , x2)(x$1 , x$2 ) =
def
\=(x1&x$1 , x2&x$2 ) for
(x1 , x2) # J and (x$1 , x$2 ) # R2. We note that |x1&x$1 |- (x1&x$1 )2+
(x2&x$2 )2= implies x1&=x$1 x1+=. Similarly, x2&=x$2 x2+=.
Thus, the support of \=, (x1 , x2) is contained inside the =-neighborhood of J.
So supp \=, (x1 , x2) /0R for sufficiently small =>0 by (2.16). Hence it
follows that \=, (x1 , x2) # C

0 (0R). And, immediately, it follows that
.\=
x j
(x1 , x2)=\||
R2
dx1 dx2 \=, (x1 , x2)(x$1 , x$2 )(.
\)ext (x$1 , x$2 )
from (2.18), .\ # WSj (0R) and \=, (x1 , x2) # C

0 (0R). Namely, we have
(.\= x j)(x1 , x2)=\.
\
= (x1 , x2) on J. So, .
\
= # C
(0R) & L2(0R) and
.\= x j=\.
\
= on 0R by (2.17) lead us to the part (c). Q.E.D.
Let [en]n # N be a complete orthonormal basis of L2((&R, R)). We define
functions f j, \n ( j=1, 2; n # N) on 0R by
f j, \n (x1 , x2) =
def - 2 exj/S\(xj~ )(xj) e
- R2&xj~
2
en(x j~ ), (2.19)
where j~ =2 if j=1; j~ =1 if j=2; and /S+(xj~ )(x j) =
def
1 if |xj~ |R and
w+(xj~ )xj ; 0 otherwise, and /S&(xj~ )(xj) =
def
1 if |x j~ |R and x jw&(xj~ ); 0
otherwise.
Then we get the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.7. (a) [ f j, +n ]n # N (it resp. [ f
j, &
n ]n # N) is a complete
orthonormal basis of Ker( pj*&i ) (resp. Ker( p j*+i )) for j=1, 2.
(b) For every f+ , g+ # Ker( pj*&i ),
:

m=1
( f j, +m , g+) L2(0R) ( f
j, +
m , f+) L2(0R)
= :

m=1
( f j, &m , U jg+) L2(0R) ( f
j, &
m , Uj f+)L2(0R)
for j=1, 2.
(c) For every . # D( pU1) (resp. D( pU2)),
.(w+(x2), x2)=.+(w+(x2), x2)
=#U1(.+ ; x2)(U1.+)(w&(x2), x2)
=#U1(.+ ; x2) .(w&(x2), x2)
(resp. .(x1 , w+(x1))=.+(x1 , w+(x1))
=#U2(.+ ; x1)(U2.+)(x1 , w&(x1))
=#U2(.+ ; x1) .(x1 , w&(x1)))
where
#Uj (.+ ; xj~ )=
m=1 ( f
j, +
m , .+) L2(0R) em(xj~ )
n=1 ( f
j, &
n , Uj .+) L2(0R) en(xj~ )
.
Furthermore,
|
R
&R
dx2 |.(w+(x2), x2)|2=|
R
&R
dx2 |.(w&(x2), x2)|2<
(resp. |
R
&R
dx1 |.(x1 , w+(x1))|2=|
R
&R
dx1 |.(x1 , w&(x1))| 2<).
Proof. Since
||
0R
dx1 dx2 f j, +n (x1 , x2) f
j, +
m (x1 , x2)
=2 |
R
&R
dx j~ e2
- R2&xj~
2
en(xj~ ) em(xj~ ) |

w+(xj~ )
dxj e&2xj
=|
R
&R
dxj~ en(xj~ ) em(x j~ )=$mn ,
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[ f j, +n ]n # N is an orthonormal system of L
2(0R) for each j=1, 2. It is clear
that each f j, +n is in Ker( pj*&i ) by Proposition 2.4 and the facts that
f j, +n # AC
j
loc(0R).
Let .+ # Ker( pj*&i ). By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6(c), we know that .+ is
constructed by connection of 0 and e&xj along lines parallel to the xj-axis.
However, we cannot always do it everywhere on the line parallel to the
xj -axis. For instance, if we construct .+ by connecting 0 and e&xj at xj=a,
we have Dj.+=&.++e&a $a , where $a denotes the delta function with
mass at xj=a, so .+  Ker( pj*&i ). Thus, there exists function g.+ of x j~ #
(&R, R) such that .+(x1 , x2)=e&xj/S+(xj~ )(x j) g.+(xj~ ) and we can select
g.+ with supp g.+ /[&R, R]. We can apply the same consideration as
we had above for .+ to the case for U1.+ . So, let . # D( pUj), then we
obtain the boundary condition for j=1 as
.(w+(x2), x2)=.+(w+(x2), x2), (2.20)
and for j=2
.(x1 , w+(x1))=.+(x1 , w+(x1)), (2.21)
where .+ means the function in Ker( pj*&i ) in our corollary.
Since .+ # L2(0R), we have
>||
0R
dx1 dx2 |.+(x1 , x2)|2= 12 |
R
&R
dxj~ | g.+(x j~ )|
2 e&2 - R2&xj~
2
.
Namely, we have g.+( } ) e
&- R2&( } )2 # L2((&R, R)). So,
g.+(xj~ ) e
&- R2&xj~
2
= :

n=1
Gnen(xj~ ),
Gn=|
R
&R
dxj~ en(xj~ ) g.+(x j~ ) e
&- R2&xj~
2
.
Here we can calculate
:

n=1 \||0R dx$1 dx$2 f
j, +
n (x$1 , x$2 ) .+(x$1 , x$2 )+ f j, +n (x1 , x2)
=\ :

n=1
Gnen(xj~ )+ e&xj/S+(xj~ )(x j) e- R2&xj~2
=.+(x1 , x2).
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Thus, [ f j, +n ]n # N is a complete orthonormal system of Ker( p j*&i ).
Similarly, [ f j, &n ] is a complete orthonormal system of Ker( pj*+i ).
We define : jn(.+) for each j=1, 2 by :
j
n(.+) =
def
( f j, +n , .+) L2(0R) for
.+ # Ker( pj*&i ). Then, we have
.+(x1 , x2)= :

m=1
: jm(.+) f
j, +
m (x1 , x2) (2.22)
=- 2 e&xj/S+(xj~ )(x j) e
- R2&xj~
2
:

m=1
: jm(.+) em(x j~ ). (2.23)
Defining u jm, n =
def
( f &n , Uj f
j, +
m ) L2(0R) , we have
Uj f j, +m = :

n=1
u jm, n f
j, &
n , (2.24)
(Uj .+)(x1 , x2)= :

+=1 \ :

m=1
: j+(.+) u
j
+, m f
j, &
m (x1 , x2)+ (2.25)
=- 2 e&xj/S&(xj~ )(x j) e
- R2&xj~
2
:

+=1 \ :

m=1
: j+(.+) u
j
+, mem(x j~ )+ .
(2.26)
We obtain that
:

m=1
(( f j, &m , Uj g+) L2(0R) ( f
j, &
m , U j f+) L2(0R)
&( f j, +m , g+)L2(0R) ( f
j, +
m , f+) L2(0R))
= :

m=1
((( f j, &m , Uj f+)L2(0R) f
j, &
m , U jg+) L2(0R)
&(( f j, +m , f+) L2(0R) f
+
m , g+) L2(0R) )
=(Uj f+ , Uj g+) L2(0R) &( f+ , g+) L2(0R) =0,
which implies part (b).
Let . # D( pU1). By (2.23) and (2.26), we have
.(w+(x2), x2)=- 2 :

m=1
:1m(.+) em(x2), (2.27)
.(w&(x2), x2)=- 2 :

+=1 \ :

m=1
:1+(.+) u
1
+, m em(x2)+ (2.28)
the first statement of part (c) follows from (2.20), (2.21), (2.27), and (2.28).
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Since m=1 |:
1
m(.+)|
2=&.+&2L2(0R) (i.e., [:
1
m(.+)]m # N is a square
summable sequence), we have + #m=1 :
1
m(.+) em # L
2((&R, R)). So,
by (2.27) we obtain
.(w+( } ), } )=- 2 + # L2((&R, R))
and
|
R
&R
dx2 |.(w+(x2), x2)| 2=2 |
R
&R
dx2 |(x2)|2
=2 &.+&2L2(0R) . (2.29)
Since [ f 1, ++ ]+ # N and [U
&1
1 f
1, &
m ]m # N are complete orthonormal
systems of L2(0R), we have
:

m=1 } :

+=1
:1+(.+) u
1
+, m }
2
= :

m=1 } :

+=1
( f 1, ++ , U
&1
1 f
1, &
m ) L2(0R) f
1, +
+ , .+L2(0R) }
2
= :

m=1
|(U &11 f
1, &
m , .+) L2(0R) |
2
=&.+&2L2(0R)<. (2.30)
Namely, [+=1 :
1
+(.+) u
1
+, m]m # N=[( f
1, &
m , U1.+) L2(0R) ]m # N is a square
summable sequence. So, we have
&# :

m=1 \ :

+=1
:1+(.+) u
1
+, m+ em
= :

m=1
( f 1, &m , U1.+) L2(0R) em # L
2((&R, R)) (2.31)
and
N# :
N
+=1 \ :
N
m=1
:1+(.+) u
1
+, m+ em
= :
N
m=1 \ :
N
+=1
:1+(.+) u
1
+, m+ em
 & in L2((&R, R))
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as N  . Thus, there exists a subsequence [Nk]k # N of [N]N # N such
that Nk  & (a.e.). Hence if follows from (2.28) and (2.31) that
.(w&( } ), } )=- 2 & # L2((&R, R)). (2.32)
So, by (2.30), we have
|
R
&R
dx2 |.(w&(x2), x2)|2=2 |
R
&R
dx2 |&(x2)|2
=2 &.+&2L2(0R) . (2.33)
Thus, we have the last statement of part (c) by (2.29) and (2.33).
In the same way, we have part (c) in the case when . # D( pU2). Q.E.D.
Remark 2.4. We here note that #Uj ( j=1, 2) is depend on .+ and x j~ ,
which is different from the 1-dimensional case (see [19, Example 1 in
X.1]). Then, why does pUj keep symmetry? The reason is as follows: for
instance, let f= f0+ f++U1 f+ , g=g0+ g++U1g+ # D( pU1). Then we
have
( g, pU1 f ) L2(0R)&( pU1g, f ) L2(0R)
=
1
i |
R
&R
dx2[g(w&(x2), x2) f (w&(x2), x2)
&g(w+(x2), x2) f (w+(x2), x2)]
by Lemma 2.2(b), Proposition 2.4 with pU1 /p1*
=
2
i |
R
&R
dx2 { :

m=1 \ :

+=1
:1+(g+) u
1
+,m+ em(x2)
_ :

n=1 \ :

&=1
:1&( f+) u
1
&, n+ en(x2)
& :

m=1
:1m(g+) em(x2) :

n=1
:1n( f+) en(x2)=
by (2.27), (2.28), and (2.32)
=
2
i |
R
&R
dx2 { :

m=1
(U &11 f
1, &
m , g+)L2(0R) em(x2)
_ :

n=1
(U &11 f
1, &
n , f+)L2(0R) en(x2)
& :

m=1
:1m(g+) em(x2) :

n=1
:1n( f+) en(x2)=
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=
2
i { :

m=1
( f 1, &m , U1g+)L2(0R) :

n=1
( f 1, &n , U1 f+) L2(0R) $mn
& :

m=1
( f 1, +m , g+) L2(0R) :

n=1
( f 1, +n , f+) L2(0R) $mn=
by (2.31) and the continuity of the inner product
=
2
i
:

m=1
[( f 1, &m , U1g+) L2(0R) ( f
1, &
m , U1 f+) L2(0R)
&( f 1, +m , g+) L2(0R) ( f
1, +
m , f+) L2(0R)=
=0 by Lemma 2.7(b).
Now that we have Proposition 2.4 and Lemmas 2.52.7, we can charac-
terize the domains of pUj ( j=1, 2) with the suitable boundary conditions
on DR , respectively:
Theorem 2.8. (a) pU1=(1i)(x1) with
D( pU1)={ f # AC 1loc(0R) } |
R
&R
dx2 | f (w\(x2), x2)|2<,
and there exists fpls # Ker( p1*&i) such that
f (w+(x2), x2)= fpls(w+(x2), x2),
f (w+(x2), x2)=#U1( fpls ; x2) f (w&(x2), x2)
for almost all &R<x2<R= .
(b) pU2=(1i)(x2) with
D( pU2)={ f # AC 2loc(0R) } |
R
&R
dx1 | f (x1 , w\(x1))| 2<,
and there exists fpls # Ker( p2*&i) such that
f (x1 , w+(x1))= fpls(x1 , w+(x1)),
f (x1 , w+(x1))=#U2( fpls ; x1) f (x1 , w&(x1))
for almost all R<x1<R= .
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Proof (cf. [19, Example 1 in X.1]). Here we prove part (a) only.
Fix U1 . We define an operator TU1 by
TU1 =
def 1
i

x1
,
D(TU1) =
def { f # AC 1loc(0R) } |
R
&R
dx2 | f (w\(x2), x2)|2<,
and there exists fpls # Ker( p1*&i) such that
f (w+(x2), x2)= fpls(w+(x2), x2),
f (w+(x2), x2)=#U1( fpls ; x2) f (w&(x2), x2)
for almost all &R<x2<R= .
Here we have introduced a notation fpls . The function fpls will play an
important role in the next Section 3.
First, we show that D( pU1)/D(TU1). Let .=.0+.++U1.+ # D( pU1).
By Lemma 2.7(c), we have R&R dx2 |.(w\(x2), x2)|
2<. Taking .pls #.+ ,
it follows from Lemma 2.7(c) again that .(w+(x2), x2)=.pls(w+(x2), x2),
and .(w+(x2), x2)=#U1(.pls ; x2) .(w&(x2), x2) for &R<x2R. Thus,
. # D(TU1), which implies that D( pU1)/D(TU1). Namely, pU1 /TU1 /p1*
by Proposition 2.4.
Next, we show that TU1 is symmetric. Since D( pU1)/D(TU1), D(TU1) is
dense in L2(0R). We note here that f (w+(x2), x2)= fpls(w+(x2), x2) for f #
D(TU1) and &R<x2<R. So, for f, g # D(TU1), in the same way as
Remark 2.4, we have ( g, TU1 f ) L2(0R)&(TU1 g, f ) L2(0R)=0. Thus, TU1 is a
symmetric operator, namely, TU1 /T*U1 .
Therefore, we have pU1 /TU1 /p1* and TU1 /T*U1 , which implies pU1 /
TU1 /T*U1/p*U1= pU1 , that is pU1=TU1 . Similarly, we obtain part (b).
Q.E.D.
Now that we obtain exactly the boundary conditions on DR depend-
ing on the domain of pUj ( j=1, 2), we can comprehend the behavior of
exp[itpUj], which implies that no pair of exp[itpUj] and exp[isq j $]
(t, s # R; j, j $=1, 2) satisfies Weyl’s CCR. It will be shown in the next section.
3. INEQUIVALENCE BETWEEN HEISENBERG’S CCR
AND WEYL’S
In this section, we investigate behavior of exp[itpUj] ( j=1, 2). Here
arises difficulties. In fact, we shall find it turns out in this section that any
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pair of exp[itpUj] and exp[isqj $] (t, s # R ; j=1, 2) does not satisfy Weyl’s
CCR. This is not a case with L2(00), which was studied by Reeh [20] and
Arai [4].
Let /B+(x1 , x2) =
def
/S+(x2)(x1)=1 if |x2 |R and w+(x2)x1 ; 0 otherwise,
and /B&(x1 , x2) =
def
/S&(x2)(x1)=1 if |x2 |R and xw&(x2); 0 otherwise.
For f # AC 1loc(0R) with 
R
&R dx2 | f (w\(x2), x2)|
2<, we can give explicit
construction of fpls and fmns by
fpls(x1 , x2) =
def
e&x1f (w+(x2), x2) ew+(x2)/B+(x1 , x2),
fmns(x1 , x2) =
def
ex1f (w&(x2), x2) e&w&(x2)/B&(x1 , x2).
Then, we have 0R dx1 dx2 | fpls(x1 , x2)|
2= 12 
R
&R dx2 | f (w+(x2), x2)|
2<.
So, fpls # L2(0R). It is clear that fpls # Ker( p1*&i ) by Proposition 2.4.
Similarly, fmns # Ker( p1*+i ). In the same way, we define for f # AC 2loc(0R)
with R&R dx2 | f (x1 , w\(x1))|
2<,
fpls(x1 , x2) =
def
e&x2f (x1 , w+(x1)) ew+(x1)/A+(x1 , x2),
fmns(x1 , x2) =
def
ex2f (x1 , w&(x1)) e&w&(x1)/A&(x1 , x2),
where /A+(x1 , x2) =
def
/S+(x1)(x2)=1 if |x1 |<R and w+(x1)x2 ; 0 otherwise,
and /A&(x1 , x2) =
def
/S&(x1)(x2)=1 if |x1 |<R and x2w&(x1); 0 otherwise.
Remember Lemma 2.7(c). Then, for f # D( pUj) ( j=1, 2), we define f0 by
f0(x1 , x2) =
def
f (x1 , x2)& fpls(x1 , x2)& fmns(x1 , x2).
Then, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that f0 # D( pj).
We will clarify the meaning of the functions fpls and fmns , which gives an
important decomposition.
Lemma 3.1. Fix Uj ( j=1, 2). Then, U j fpls= fmns for every f # D( pUj),
and
f =f0+ fpls+U j fpls # D( pj)+Ker( pj*&i )+Ker( pj*+i )
is a unique decomposition.
Proof. Let (g1 , g2)pj =
def
( g1 , g2) L2(0R)+( pj*g1 , p j*g2) L2(0R) for every
g1 , g2 # D( pj*). For f # D( pUj), we have a decomposition f = f0+ fpls+
fmns , where f0 # D( pj), fpls # Ker( pj*&i ), and fmns # Ker( pj*+i ). Further-
more, by the corollary of Theorem 2.3, there exist .0 # D( pj) and .+ #
Ker( pj*&i ) such that f =.0+.++Uj.+ . So, we have 0=( f0&.0)+
( fpls&.+)+( fmns&Uj.+), f0&.0 # D( p j), fpls&.+ # Ker( pj*&i ), and
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fmns&Uj .+ # Ker( pj*+i ). By using pj -orthogonality (see [19, Lemma,
p. 138]), we have ( f0&.0 , f0&.0)pj=0; ( fpls&.+ , fpls&.+)pj=0; and
( fmns&Uj.+ , fmns&Uj.+)pj=0. Thus, by the definition of ( } , } )pj , we
have f0=.0 , fpls=.+ , and fmns=Uj .+ . Uniqueness of decomposition
also follows from this pj -orthogonality. Q.E.D.
Fix Uj ( j=1, 2) and t # R. Since pUj is self-adjoint, there exists a dense
set A( pUj) of analytic vectors of pUj in C
( pUj) (see [19, Corollary 1,
p. 203]).
We can give behaviors of exp[itpUj] ( j=1, 2) as the following proposi-
tion, which tell us that any pair of exp[itpUj] and exp[isp j $] (t, s # R ;
j, j $=1, 2) do not satisfy Weyl’s CCR:
Proposition 3.2. (a) For any f # A( pU1),
(a-1) if (x1 , x2) satisfies one of the following conditions at least, (i)
|x2 |>R; (ii) |x2 |R with x1 , x1+tw&(x2); or (iii) |x2 |R with
w+(x2)x1 , x1+t, then
(eitpU1 f )(x1 , x2)= f (x1+t, x2),
(a-2) if t>0 and |x2 |R, then for x1=w&(x2)
(eitpU1 f )(w&(x2), x2)= :

n=0
#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2)
&1 1
n ! \
d n f
dtn
(w+(x2)+t, x2)W t=0+ tn,
where g(n) denotes ngxn,
(a-3) if t>0, and |x2 |R with x1<w&(x2)<x1+t, then
(eitpU1 f )(x1 , x2)= :

n=0
#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2)
&1
_
1
n ! \
d n f
dtn
(x1+t+2w+(x2), x2)W t=&x1&w+(x2)+
_(t+x1+w+(x2))n,
(a-4) if t<0 and |x2 |R, then for x1=w+(x2)
(eitpU1 f )(w+(x2), x2)= :

n=0
#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2)
1
n ! \
d n f
dtn
(w&(x2)+t, x2)W t=0+ tn,
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(a-5) if t<0, and |x2 |R with x1+t<w+(x2)<x1 , then
(eitpU1 f )(x1 , x2)= :

n=0
#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2)
1
n !
_\d
n f
dtn
(x1+t+2w&(x2), x2)W t=&x1&w&(x2)+
_(t+x1+w&(x2))n.
(b) For any f # A( pU2),
(b-1) if (x1 , x2) satisfies one of the following conditions at least, (i)
|x1 |>R; (ii) |x1 |R with x2 , x2+tw&(x1); or (iii) |x1 |R with
w+(x1)x2 , x2+t, then
(eitpU2 f )(x1 , x2)= f (x1 , x2+t),
(b-2) if t>0 and |x1 |R, then for x2=w&(x1)
(eitpU2 f )(x1 , w&(x1))
= :

n=0
#U2( f
(n)
pls ; x1)
&1 1
n! \
d n f
dtn
(x1 , w+(x1)+t)W t=0+ tn,
(b-3) if t>0, and |x1 |R with x2<w&(x1)<x2+t, then
(eitpU2 f )(x1 , x2)= :

n=0
#U2( f
(n)
pls ; x1)
&1 1
n !
_\d
n f
dtn
(x1 , x2+t+2w+(x1))W t=&x2&w+(x1)+
_(t+x2+w+(x1))n,
(b-4) if t<0 and |x1 |R, then for x2=w+(x1)
(eitpU2 f )(x1 , w+(x1))= :

n=0
#U2( f
(n)
pls ; x1)
1
n ! \
d n f
dtn
(x1 , w&(x1)+t)W t=0+ tn,
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(b-5) if t<0, and |x1 |R with x2+t<w+(x1)<x2 , then
(eitpU2 f )(x1 , x2)= :

n=0
#U2( f
(n)
pls ; x1)
1
n !
_\d
n f
dtn
(x1 , x2+t+2w&(x1))W t=&x2&w&(x1)+
_(t+x2+w&(x1))n.
Proof. For f # A( pU1),
(eitpU1 f )(x1 , x2)= :

n=0
tn
n !
f (n)(x1 , x2). (3.1)
Since f # A( pU1), f
(n) # D( pU1). Thus, by Lemma 2.7, Theorem 2.8, and
Lemma 3.1, we have
f (n)(w+(x2), x2)=#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2) f
(n)(w&(x2), x2) (3.2)
for |x2 |R. Parts (a-1) and (a-2) follow from (3.1) and (3.2). Let t>0,
x1<w&(x2)<x1+t. We set t0 =
def
w&(x2)&x1 , and t1 =
def
t&t0 . Then, since
eitpU1=eit0 pU1eit1 pU1 and w&(x2)=&w+(x2), defining Ft1 =
def
eit1 pU1 f, we have
(eitpU1 f )(x1 , x2)=(eit0 pU1Ft1)(x1 , x2)=Ft1(x1+t0 , x2)
=Ft1(w&(x2), x2)
= :

n=0
#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2)
&1 1
n ! \
d n f
dtn1
(w+(x2)+t1 , x2)W t1=0+
_(x1+t+w+(x2))n
= :

n=0
#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2)
&1 1
n!
_\d
n f
dtn
(x1+t+2w+(x2), x2)W t=&x1&w+(x2)+
_(x1+t+w+(x2))n
by (a-1) and (a-2). Similarly, we have parts (a-4), (a-5) and (b-1)(b-5).
Q.E.D.
Since A( pUj) ( j=1, 2) is dense in L
2(0R), for arbitrary f # L2(0R) we
can approximate elements in A( pUj) to f in the sense of the almost
everywhere convergence on 0R . So, Proposition 3.2 means that, for
f # L2(0R), exp[itpU1] f jumps at the boundary of the hole DR in a
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moment. When this f goes across the hole DR , the equality between
(exp[ispU1] exp[itpU2] f )(x1 , x2) and (exp[itpU2] exp[ispU1] f )(x1 , x2),
which would normally be valid, must be broken. Roughly speaking, for
instance, let &2R<xj<&R ( j=1, 2), s=R, and t=3R. Defining F U2s =
def
eispU2 f, since |x2 |>R,
(eitpU1F U2s )(x1 , x2)=F
U2
s (x1+t, x2)=(e
ispU2 f )(x1+t, x2)
holds by Proposition 3.2(a-1). Since R<x1+t,
(eispU2 f )(x1+t, x2)= f (x1+t, x2+s)
holds by Proposition 3.2(b-1). Thus, we have
(eitpU1eitpU2 f )(x1 , x2)= f (x1+t, x2+s)
for almost all (x1 , x2) # (&2R, &R)_(&2R, &R).
Now, defining G U1t =
def
eitpU1 f, since |x1 |>R,
(eispU2G U1t )(x1 , x2)=G
U1
t (x1 , x2+s)=(e
itpU1 f )(x1 , x2+s)
holds by Proposition 3.2(b-1). Since &R<x2+s<0, and x1<w&(x2)<
w+(x2)<x1+t for all |x2 |R,
(eitpU1 f )(x1 , x2+s)
= :

n=0
#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2+s)
&1 1
n !
_\d
n f
dtn
(x1+t+2w+(x2+s), x2+s)W t=&x1&w+(x2+s)+
_(t+x1+w+(x2+s))n
by Proposition 3.2(a-3). Thus, we have
(eispU2 eitpU1 f )(x1 , x2)
= :

n=0
#U1( f
(n)
pls ; x2+s)
&1 1
n !
_\d
n f
dtn
(x1+t+2w+(x2+s), x2+s)W t=&x1&w+(x2+s)+
_(t+x1+w+(x2+s))n
for almost all (x1 , x2) # (&2R, &R)_(&2R, &R).
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Therefore, we realize that
(eitpU1eispU2 f )(x1 , x2){(eispU2eitpU1 f )(x1 , x2)
for almost all (x1 , x2) # (&2R, &R)_(&2R, &R). So, Weyl’s CCR is not
satisfied but remember that Heisenberg’s holds for pUj (see Proposition 2.1).
Remember the case of 00 #R2"[(0, 0)]. In Reeh’s and Arai’s case, they
essentially used the hole, the origin, has the 0-Lebesgue measure.
Since Weyl’s CCR is not satisfied in our case, the momentum operators
defined by using &ixj ( j=1, 2) as (2.1) cannot give any representation
equivalent to the Schro dinger one even if we consider any boundary condi-
tion on DR . Thus, we redefine the momentum and the position operators
such that they are equivalent to the Schro dinger representation.
4. THE DEFINITION OF THE SCHRO DINGER
REPRESENTATION USING STREAMLINES
In order that the momentum operators generate shift in a space 0R
having a hole of the shape of a disc of radius R, we introduce streamlines.
We use a new system of coordinates (!, ’) for the plane given as
! =
def
,(x, y), ’ =
def
(x, y)
by the complex velocity potential ,(x, y) and (x, y) for a 2-dimensional
irrotational flow of an incompressible fluid in a plane with a circular hole
DR . The flow is given by the Joukowski transformation,
,(x, y)+i(x, y)=z+R2z (z=x+iy),
or,
,(x, y)=x \1+ R
2
x2+ y2+ , (x, y)= y \1&
R2
x2+ y2+ .
By ,&1 and &1, we denote functions satisfying x=,&1(!, ’) and
y=&1(!, ’).
By the Joukowski transformation ‘(z), we have two conformal mappings
Jint : Int DR w
1&1
R22R and Jout : 0R w
1&1
R22R , where R
2
2R =
def
R2"[(!, 0) |
&2R!2R], and Int DR =
def
[(x, y) | x2+ y2<R2].
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We note here the CauchyRiemann relations,
,
x
=a(x, y) =
def
1&R2
x2& y2
(x2+ y2)2
=

y
(4.1)
,
y
=b(x, y) =
def
&2R2
xy
(x2+ y2)2
=&

x
. (4.2)
By the change of variables, we have
\xy+=\
au
bu
&bu
au +\
!
’+ ,
where au(!, ’) =
def
a(,&1(!, ’), &1(!, ’)), and bu(!, ’) =
def
b(,&1(!, ’),
&1(!, ’)).
Here we set c(x, y) =
def - a(x, y)2+b(x, y)2. We define two operators,
p[ j] ( j=1, 2), acting in L2(0R) by
p[1] =
def 1
ic \a

x
+b

y+
1
c
, D( p[1]) =
def
C 0 (0R),
p[2] =
def 1
ic \&b

x
+a

y+
1
c
, D( p[2]) =
def
C 0 (0R).
We can define two self-adjoint operators, qS[ j] ( j=1, 2), by
qS[1] =
def
c,
1
c
,
D(qS[1]) =
def { f # L2(0R) } | |0R dx dy |,(x, y) f (x, y)|
2<= ,
qS[2] =
def
c
1
c
,
D(qS[2]) =
def { f # L2(0R) } | |0R dx dy |(x, y) f (x, y)|
2<=
(see [8, Example 5.11 and its Remark 1; 18, Proposition 1 and the proof
of Proposition 3, Sect. VIII.3]).
For functions f of (x, y) # 0R , we define functions f u of (!, ’) # R22R by
f u(!, ’) =
def
f (,&1(!, ’), &1(!, ’)). So, f (x, y)= f u(,(x, y), (x, y)).
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We define a Hilbert space L2c(R
2
2R) by
L2c(R
2
2R) =
def {v : Borel measurable functions of (!, ’) }
||
R
2
2R
d! d’
|v(!, ’)| 2
cu(!, ’)2
<=
with an inner product (v, w) Lc2(R22R) =
def
R2
2R
d! d’(v(!, ’) w(!, ’)cu(!, ’)2).
And we define a linear operator U: L2(0R)  L2c(R
2
2R) by (Uf )(!, ’) =
def
f u(!, ’) for every f # L2(0R). Then, it is clear that U is a unitary operator,
and
Up[1] U&1=
1
i
cu

!
1
cu
, D(Up[1] U&1)=C 0 (R
2
2R),
Up[2] U&1=
1
i
cu

’
1
cu
, D(Up[2] U&1)=C 0 (R
2
2R),
Uq[1] U&1=cu!
1
cu
,
D(Uq[1] U&1)={v # L2c(R22R) } | |R2
2R
d! d’
|!|2 |v(!, ’)|2
cu(!, ’)2
<= ,
Uq[2] U&1=cu’
1
cu
,
D(Uq[2] U&1)={v # L2c(R22R) } | |R22R d! d’
|’|2 |v(!, ’)|2
cu(!, ’)2
<= .
Of course, we have
Lemma 4.1. The operator p[ j] ( j=1, 2) is symmetric.
Thus, since p[ j] ( j=1, 2) is closable, we can denote by p[ j] ( j=1, 2) the
closure of p[ j] . As we expect, we have
Proposition 4.2. [p[ j] , q[ j]] j=1, 2 satisfies Heisenberg’s CCR on
C0 (0R).
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Since the hole [(!, 0) | &2R!2R] intercepts the differential &i!
at ’=0 only, we can easily get the following proposition by investigating
the deficiency index of &i!:
Proposition 4.3. p[1] is self-adjoint.
Proof. Let g\ # Ker( p*[1]i ). Then, for all f # D( p[1])#C 0 (0R), we
get
0=( ( p*[1]i ) g\ , cf ) L2(0R)=( g\ , ( p[1]\i ) cf ) L2(0R)
=
1
i ||R2
2R
d! d’ \&\D! (g
u
\)
cu + (!, ’)
(gu\)
cu
(!, ’)+ f u(!, ’),
where D! is the derivative in the sense of distribution with test functions in
C0 (R
2
2R). So, since f
u runs all over C 0 (R
2
2R), v= g
u
\ c
u is a solution of
(D!\1) v=0 in the sense of the distributions with test functions, C 0 (R
2
2R).
On the other hand, if the solutions of the differential equation
(D!\1) gu\c
u=0 are considered, gu\ has the form of g
u
\(!, ’)=(a func-
tion of ’) cu(!, ’) e!, which can not live in L2c(R
2
2R). Thus, we obtain
dim Ker( p*[1]&i )=0=dim Ker( p*[1]+i ). Hence our desired statement
follows from [19, Corollary, p. 141]. Q.E.D.
From now on, we denote p[1] by pS[1] . In order to get self-adjoint exten-
sions of p[2] and exact descriptions of their domains, we will prepare some
lemmas.
In the same way as Theorem 2.3 and its corollary, we have the following
lemma:
Lemma 4.4. U p[2] U &1 has uncountably many different self-adjoint
extensions in L2c(R
2
2R). Let U[2] : Ker((U p[2] U
&1)*&i )/L2c(R
2
2R) 
Ker((U p[2] U &1)*+i )/L2c(R
2
2R) be an arbitrary unitary operator, and
UpU[2] U
&1 be the self-adjoint extension of U p[2] U&1 corresponding to
U[2] . Then,
D(UpU[2] U
&1)=[.0+.++U[2] .+ | .0 # D(U p[2] U&1),
.+ # Ker((U p[2] U &1)*&i )],
UpU[2] U
&1(.0+.++U[2] .+)=U p[2] U&1.0+i.+&iU[2] .+ .
We define a set H(!) for ! # R by H(!) =
def
[’ # R | (!, ’) # R22R].
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Then we define a set AC [2]loc (R
2
2R) of functions on R
2
2R by
AC [2]loc (R
2
2R) =
def { f # L2c(R22R) } for almost all ! # R, f (!, } ) is absolutely
continuous on arbitrary closed interval [c, c$] contained in
H(!) such that
f
’
# L2c(R
2
2R)= .
Let [en]n # N be a complete orthonormal basis of L2((&2R, 2R)). We
define functions h\n (n # N) on R
2
2R by h
\
n (!, ’) =
def - 2 e’cu(!, ’)
/H \(!)(’) en(!), where /H +(!)(’) =
def
1 if |!|<2R and 0<’; 0 otherwise, and
/H &(!)(’) =
def
1 if |!|<2R and ’<0; 0 otherwise.
In the same way as Lemma 2.7, we have
Lemma 4.5. [h\n ]n # N is a complete orthonormal basis of Ker
((U p[2] U&1)*i ) /L2c(R
2
2R). For every . # D(UpU[2] U
&1),
lim
’ a 0
.(!, ’)=#U[2](.+ ; !) lim’ A 0
.(!, ’), (4.3)
where
#U[2](.+ ; !)=
m=1 (h
+
m , .+) Lc2(R22R)em(!)
n=1 (h
&
n , U[2] .+) Lc2(R22R)en(!)
,
and
:

m=1
(h+m , g+) Lc2(R22R) (h
+
m , f+) Lc2(R22R)
= :

m=1
(h&m , U[2] g+) Lc2(R22R) (h
&
m , U[2] f+) Lc2(R22R)
holds for every f+ , g+ # Ker((U p[2] U &1)*&i ).
We denote by U I[2] the unitary operator U[2] satisfying #U[2](.+ ; !)=1
for all .+ # Ker((U p[2] U&1)*&i ) and ! # (&2R, 2R). Let pS[2] be pUI[2]
#U&1(UpUI
[2]
U&1) U.
Now that we have Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, we can describe exactly the
domain of pS[2] . In the same way as Theorem 2.8, we can prove the following
lemma:
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Lemma 4.6. UpS[2] U
&1=(1i) cu(’)(1cu) with
D(UpS[2] U
&1)={ f # AC [2]loc (R22R) } ||!|<2R }
f (!, 0)
cu(!, 0) }
2
<,
and lim
’ a 0
f (!, ’)=lim
’ A 0
f (!, ’)
for almost all ! # [&2R, 2R]= .
For the self-adjoint operator pS[1] and the selected self-adjoint extension
pS[2] , the behavior of exp[itp
S
[ j]] is given by the following lemma in the
same way as Proposition 3.2,
Lemma 4.7. For all f u # L2c(R
2
2R) and t # R,
(Ueitp
S
[1]U&1 f u)(!, ’)=(eitUp
S
[1]
U &1 f u)(!, ’)
= f u(!+t, ’)
cu(!, ’)
cu(!+t, ’)
,
(Ueitp
S
[2]U&1 f u)(!, ’)=(eitUp
S
[2]
U &1 f u)(!, ’)
= f u(!, ’+t)
cu(!, ’)
cu(!, ’+t)
.
Proof. First, we here note L2(R22R; d!d’)=L
2(R2 ; d!d’). Let
A =
def { f # L2(R22R ; d!d’) } f is ananalytic vector for
1
i

!
acting in L2(R2 ; d! d’)= ,
cuA =
def
[cu f | f # A].
It is evident that cuA/C( pS[1]). We can give the following equality by
simple calculation, &(UpS[1] U
&1)n cu f &Lc2(R22R)=&(1i)
n (n!n) f &L2(R2; d! d’) ,
which implies that cuA is a set of analytic vectors for pS[1] .
For arbitrary f # cuA and g # L2c(R
2
2R), we have
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||
R
2
2R
d! d’
g(!, ’)
cu(!, ’)2
(eitUp
S
[1]
U &1 f )(!, ’)
=||
R
2
2R
d! d’
g(!, ’)
cu(!, ’)2
:

n=0
tn
n ! \\cu

!
1
cu+
n
f + (!, ’)
=||
R
2
2R
d! d’
g(!, ’)
cu(!, ’)2
cu(!, ’) :

n=0
tn
n ! \
n
!n
f
cu+ (!, ’)
=||
R
2
2R
d! d’
g(!, ’)
cu(!, ’)2
f (!+t, ’)
cu(!, ’)
cu(!+t, ’)
Since f and g are arbitrary elements in cuA and L2c(R
2
2R), respectively, we
have for f # L2c(R
2
2R)
(eitUp
S
[1]
U &1 f )(!, ’)= f (!+t, ’)
cu(!, ’)
cu(!+t, ’)
.
Similarly, we have the second equality in our lemma. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.8. [ pS[ j], q
S
[ j $]] j, j $=1, 2 satisfies Weyl ’s’ CCR.
Proof. We have only to set q=0 in Theorem 5.7 below. Q.E.D.
5. THE AHARONOVBOHM PHASE APPEARING IN
PSEUDO-WEYL’S CCR
To discuss the AharonovBohm phase in pseudo-Weyl’s CCR, we
consider a spinless charged particle with the charge q{0 moving in the
plane 0R under the influence of a magnetic field which goes through DR
perpendicularly to the plane and vanishes outside. Let A(x, y) =
def
(A1(x, y),
A2(x, y)) be a gauge potential of the magnetic field. Aj ( j=1, 2) may be
singular at points inside DR , but we assume that
Aj # C(0R ), j=1, 2, (5.1)
B(x, y) =
def 
x
A2(x, y)&

y
A1(x, y)=0, (x, y) # 0R , (5.2)
where 0R denotes the closure of 0R .
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We give a gauge potential A (x, y) =
def
(A[1](x, y), A[2](x, y)) by
A[1](x, y) =
def 1
c(x, y)2
(a(x, y) A1(x, y)+b(x, y) A2(x, y)), (5.3)
A[2](x, y) =
def 1
c(x, y)2
(&b(x, y) A1(x, y)+a(x, y) A2(x, y)). (5.4)
We denote (Au[1](!, ’), A
u
[2](!, ’)) by A
u(!, ’).
Using ax=&by and ay=bx by the CauchyRiemann
relations (4.1) and (4.2), we know that the magnetic field determined by
the new vector potentials vanishes on 0R :
Lemma 5.1. For (!, ’)=(,(x, y), (x, y)) # R22R ((x, y) # 0R),
0=
1
c(x, y)2 \
A2
x
(x, y)&
A1
y
(x, y)+=
Au[2]
!
(!, ’)&
Au[1]
’
(!, ’),
and, on C 0 (R
2
2R),
[UpS[1] U
&1&qAu[1] , Up
S
[2] U
&1&qAu[2]]=iq \
Au[2]
!
&
Au[1]
’ +=0.
Remark 5.1. We defined (A[1] , A[2]) so that 1-form A1 dx+A2 dy is
equal to Au[1] d!+A
u
[2] d’, i.e., A1 dx+A2 dy=A
u
[1] d!+A
u
[2] d’.
Functions, Aj ( j=1, 2) and Au[ j] ( j=1, 2), are real-valued measurable
with respect to measure spaces, (0R , dx dy) and (R22R , d! d’c
u(!, ’)2),
respectively. And besides, Aj ( j=1, 2) and Au[ j] ( j=1, 2) are finite almost
everywhere with respect to dx dy and d! d’cu(!, ’)2, respectively. So,
we can define self-adjoint operators acting in L2(0R) and L2c(R
2
2R) as
multiplication operators (see [8, Example 5.11 and its Remark 1; 18,
Sect. VIII.3, Proposition 1 and the proof of Proposition 3]). We denote
them by the same symbols, i.e., for j=1, 2
(Aj f )(x, y) =
def
Aj (x, y) f (x, y),
D(Aj) =
def { f # L2(0R) } ||0R |A j (x, y) f (x, y)|
2<= ,
(Au[ j] f
u)(!, ’) =
def
Au[ j](!, ’) f
u(!, ’),
D(Au[ j]) =
def { f u # L2c(R22R) } | |R2
2R
|Au[ j](!, ’) f
u(!, ’)| 2
cu(!, ’)2
<= .
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Here we modify 0R . We set 0mod1 =
def
0R "[(x, 0) | Rx], and 0mod2 =
def
0R "[(0, y) | R y]. We also modify R22R as R
2, mod
[1] =
def
R22R "[(!, 0) | 2R
<!], and R2, mod[2] =
def
R22R "[(0, ’) | 0<’].
Remark 5.2. Jout (0mod1 )=R
2, mod
[1] , and Jout (0
mod
2 )=R
2, mod
[2] .
Then, since R2, mod[1] and R
2, mod
[2] are simply connected, and Lemma 5.1
holds, we can use Poincare ’s lemma, and there exist two functions 4u[ j] #
C0 (R
2, mod
[ j] ) ( j=1, 2) such that A
u={4u[ j] on R
2, mod
[ j] for j=1, 2.
It is easy to prove the following lemmas, Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, by simple
calculations with well-known methods, but they are technical ones for our
purpose that we show the AharonovBohm phase in pseudo-Weyl’s CCR
caused by inequivalence between pseudo-Weyl’s CCR and Heisenberg’s.
Lemma 5.2. (a) C 0 (0
mod
j ) ( j=1, 2) is dense in L
2(0R).
(b) C 0 (R
2, mod
[ j] ) ( j=1, 2) is dense in L
2
c(R
2
2R).
Lemma 5.3. (a) All poles of 1c(x, y) on 0R are (\R, 0), namely all
poles of 1cu(!, ’) on R2 are (\2R, 0).
(b)C 0 (R
2, mod
[1] ) is a core for Up
S
[1] U
&1 in L2c(R
2
2R).
Remark 5.3. Lemma 5.3(b) holds in the case when j=1 only.
Now, we consider 4j (x, y) =
def
4u[ j](,(x, y), (x, y)) ( j=1, 2). It is clear
that 4j is measurable (actually 4j # C(0modj )). So, by well-known fact, we
can define the following self-adjoint operators, 4j ( j=1, 2): for j=1, 2
(4j f )(x, y) =
def
4j (x, y) f (x, y),
D(4j) =
def { f # L2(0R) } | |0R |4 j (x, y) f (x, y)|
2<= .
(see [8, Example 5.11 and its Remark 1; 18, Sect. VIII.3, Proposition 1 and
the proof of Proposition 3]).
The following theorem means that the mv-momentum w.r.t. !-axis is
realized as a self-adjoint operator in the same way as Arai’s proof [4].
Theorem 5.4. P[1] =
def
pS[1]&qA[1] is essentially self-adjoint on C

0 (0
mod
1 ).
The following theorem means that the mv-momentum w.r.t. ’-axis is
realized as a self-adjoint operator with a small difference from Arai’s proof [4].
Theorem 5.5. P[2] =
def
pS[2]&qA[2] is self-adjoint on e
iq4[2]D( pS[2]).
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Proof. Since eiq4[2] is a unitary operator, pS[2], A =
def
eiq4[2]pS[2] e
&iq4[2] is
a self-adjoint operator, whose domain is D( pS[2], A)=e
iq4[2]D( pS[2]). For
f # D( pS[2], A), p
S
[2] e
&iq4[2] f is well-defined. So, we get by Lemma 4.6
||
0R
dx dy g(x, y) eiq4[2](x, y)( pS[2] e
&iq4[2] f )(x, y)
=
1
i ||R2
2R
d! d’
(Ug)(!, ’)
cu(!, ’)2
eiq4
u
[2] (!, ’)cu(!, ’)
e&iq4
u
[2] f ucu
’
(!, ’)
=||
0R
dx dy g(x, y) (P[2] f )(x, y),
which implies that P[2]=e iq4[2]pS[2] e
&iq4[2] on eiq4[2]D( pS[2]). Therefore,
our theorem follows from this equality. Q.E.D.
For !, ’, s, t # R, we define two curves C\(!, ’; s, t) in R2 from
(!, ’) # R22R to (!+s, ’+t) by C&(!, ’; s, t) =
def
[(!+%s, ’) | 0%1] _
[(!+s, ’+%t) | 0%1], and C+(!, ’; s, t) =
def
[(!, ’+%t) | 0%1] _
[(!+%s, ’+t) | 0%1]. Then we define a rectangle C(!, ’; s, t) by
C(!, ’; s, t) =
def
C&(!, ’; s, t)&C+(!, ’; s, t), which is the rectangular closed
curve: (!, ’)  (!+s, ’)  (!+s, ’+t)  (!, ’+t)  (!, ’).
In the same way as Arai’s, for every fixed s, t # R, we define a function
8us, t on R
2
2R by
8us, t (!, ’) =
def
|
C(!, ’; s, t)
A u(r~ ) } dr~ , (5.10)
where r~ =
def
(!, ’). Here we have to pay our attentions to the following: for
(!
0
, ’
0
) # 2s, t #(R"[\2R, \2R&s])_(R"[0, &t]), if C(!0 , ’0 ; s, t) %
R22R , i.e., C(!0 , ’0 ; s, t) & [&2R, 2R]=,, then it is evident that
C(!0 , ’0 ; s, t) A
u(r~ ) } dr~ is finite. For the other cases, namely C(!
0
, ’
0
; s, t) &
[&2R, 2R]=[(!
0
, ’
0
+%0 t)], [(!0+s, ’0+%0 t)] or [(!0 , ’0+%0 t), (!0+s,
’
0
+%0t)] for some 0<%0<1, Au[2](!0 , ’$) and A
u
[2](!0+s, ’$) have discon-
tinuous points, (!
0
, ’
0
+%0 t) and (!0+s, ’0+%0 t) respectively. However
Au[2](!0 , ’$) and A
u
[2](!0+s, ’$) are integrable functions of ’$ on [’0 , ’0+t]
under our assumption (5.1). So we know that C(!0 , ’0 ; s, t) A
u(r~ ) } dr~ is also
finite. Thus, the function 8us, t (!, ’) is defined on 2s, t . Then, 8
u
s, t (!, ’) is a
real-valued measurable function with respect to the measure space (R22R ,
d! d’cu(!, ’)2). And besides, 8us, t (!, ’) is finite almost everywhere with
respect to d! d’cu(!, ’)2. Here we note that the poles, (\2R, 0), of 1cu are
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outside 2s, t . So, we can define a self-adjoint operator 8us, t as multiplication
operator on L2c(R
2
2R), i.e.,
D(8us, t) =
def
[ f u # L2c(R
2
2R) | 8
u
s, t f
u # L2c(R
2
2R)],
(8us, t f
u)(!, ’) =
def
8us, t (!, ’) f
u(!, ’).
(see [8, Example 5.11 and its Remark 1; 18, Sect. VIII.3, Proposition 1 and
the proof of Proposition 3]).
Remark 5.4. If C(!, ’; s, t) % R22R ((!, ’) # 2s, t), then it is clear that
J&1out C(!, ’; s, t) % 0R . Thus, U
&18us, t U means the flux going through the
interior of J &1out C(!, ’; s, t) because the Stokes theorem holds. If C(!, ’; s, t)
& [&2R, 2R]{, ((!, ’) # 2s, t), then, by the definition of 2s, t , the points
in C(!, ’; s, t) & [&2R, 2R] are not poles of Auj (!, ’). So, in this case,
J&1out C(!, ’; s, t) cannot make independently a perfect loop in 0R , but
J&1out C(!, ’; s, t), together with J
&1
out C(!, ’; s, t) from the boundary DR ,
surrounds the flux. Namely, we can make a loop C in R2 by adding two
lines in DR to J &1out C(!, ’; s, t) by using J
&1
int C(!, ’; s, t). So, U
&18us, t U can
be extended to be an operator acting in L2(R2), and it then means the flux
going through the interior C.
Set 8As, t (x, y) =
def
8us, t (,(x, y), (x, y)), in the sense of operator, 8
A
s, t =
def
U&18us, t U. Then we obtain our desired theorem. By this theorem, we can
show that the AharonovBohm phase appears in pseudo-Weyl’s CCR for
just exp[itP[ j]] ( j=1, 2):
Theorem 5.6. For all s, t # R,
eis P[1] eit P[2]=exp[&iq8As, t] e
it P[2] eis P[1].
Proof. By Lemma 4.7 for all f # L2c(R
2
2R),
((eisUp
S
[1]
U &1ne&isqA
u
[1]
n)n f )(!, ’)
=(eisUp
S
[1]
U &1ne&isqA
u
[1]
n)n&& exp
__&iq :
&
k=1
s
n
Au[1] \!+ksn , ’+& f \!+
&s
n
, ’+
_
cu(!+(&&1) sn, ’)
cu(!+&sn, ’)
cu(!+(&&2) sn, ’)
cu(!+(&&1) sn, ’)
} } }
cu(!, ’)
cu(!+sn, ’)
= } } }
=exp _&iq :
n
k=1
s
n
Au[1] \!+ksn , ’+& f (!+s, ’)
cu(!, ’)
cu(!+s, ’)
.
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So, by applying Trotter’s formula to the equality above,
(eisU P[1]U &1f )(!, ’)=exp _&iq |
s
0
Au[1](!+!$, ’) d!$&
_f (!+s, ’)
cu(!, ’)
cu(!+s, ’)
. (5.5)
In the same way, by using Lemma 4.7 again, for f # L2c(R
2
2R) and t # R we
have
(eitU P[2] U &1f )(!, ’)=exp _&iq |
t
0
Au[2](!, ’+’$) d’$&
_f (!, ’+t)
cu(!, ’)
cu(!, ’+t)
. (5.6)
By (5.5) and (5.6), we have
(eisU P[1] U &1eitU P[2] U &1f )(!, ’)
=exp _&iq |
s
0
Au[1](!+!$, ’) d!$&
_\exp _&iq |
t
0
Au[2](!+s, ’+’$) d’$&
_f (!+s, ’+t)
cu(!+s, ’)
cu(!+s, ’+t)+
cu(!, ’)
cu(!+s, ’)
=exp _&iq |C&(!, ’; s, t) A
u(r~ ) } dr~ & f (!+s, ’+t) c
u(!, ’)
cu(!+s, ’+t)
,
(5.7)
and, similarly,
(eitU P[2] U &1eisU P[1] U &1f )(!, ’)
=exp _&iq |C+(!, ’; s, t) A
u(r~ ) } dr~ & f (!+s, ’+t) c
u(!, ’)
cu(!+s, ’+t)
.
(5.8)
Our theorem follows from (5.7) and (5.8). Q.E.D.
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As a conclusion of our assertion in this paper,
Theorem 5.7. The system [P j , qSj $]j, j $=!, ’ of self-adjoint operators
fulfills Heisenberg’s CCR on a certain dense domain in L2(0R), on the other
hand [P j , qSj $]j, j $=!, ’ fulfills pseudo-Weyl ’s CCR if and only if 8
A
s, t (x, y) is
a function having a value of an integer multiple of 2?q for every C(x, y; s, t)
#J &1out C(!, ’; s, t) in 0R .
Proof. The first part of this theorem is clear by Lemma 5.1. We can prove
the last part of this theorem in the same way as Theorem 5.6. Q.E.D.
6. OPEN PROBLEM
We constructed the Schro dinger representation on 0R , and extended
Reeh’s and Arai’s results to the case where the ‘‘hole’’ has a radius R>0.
We used a disc for the hole, but the disc is not essential for our argument.
Our method may be applicable to Riemann surfaces conformally
equivalent to R22R with a conformal map which plays a role of Jout .
For some general holes, we realize that our method will be applicable to
Riemann surfaces conformally equivalent to the space which is given by
removing finite segments parallel to !-axis and finite points from R2. This
reminds us of the following theorem: Let R be a non-compact Riemann
surface of planar character. Then, there exists a biholomorphic function
J: R  J(R) and x0 # R such that f (x0)=, and F=(C _ [])"J(R) is a
bounded closed set in C and each connected components of F is a segment
parallel to the real axis or a point (see [14, Theorem 7.3]). Can we
construct quantum mechanics on the Riemann surface R in the light of the
canonical quantization? This is an open problem.
Some physicists are interested in several physical phenomena on the
materials with some defects, and find very interesting and important
phenomena on such materials [9, 10, 11, 15, 27]. We can regard the
defects on a material as holes [16, Sect. 9]. Thus, our open problem is the
first step to construct fundamental and mathematical theories for quantum
mechanics (quantum physics) on Riemann surfaces.
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